HEELWORK FOUNDATIONS SHORT COURSE

1. Aims
Heelwork, or heeling, requirements are quite varied although they share a common purpose.
Each sport has different requirements have developed their own culture as to what is
expected from the training along with your personal expectations. Mine includes a “walking
on sunshine” style.
To be able to build a curriculum for this course that is suited to the anticipated future of the
dog I need to know you have carefully analysed what the requirements are.
For instance, in the UK, obedience heelwork would be penalised for daylight showing
between the dog and handler, and equally if the dog is “leaning on”, or off balance, when
maintaining this contact. It is not a question of doing heelwork “my style”, as this is the
requirement to win in this sport and wins are all that counts to move up the classes. This is
what a youngster would need to learn. It is not complicated to teach it, but it is unethical to
teach something and then change my mind later down the road. The stresses of competition
are likely to cause the first learning to resurge.
The quality of the behaviour, the accuracy, energy, attitude are all the same throughout the
life of that dog. As the dog progresses the exercises become more difficult through duration
and variations of the conditions. The behaviour should stay the same.
Nowadays I compete in Heelwork to Music and this requires different expectations to
obedience. Although obedience heelwork would meet some of the requirements for HTM, we
also have to establish more positions (left and right, facing forwards and backwards, across
the front etc) in the novice stages, and this is considered the value over accuracy in one
position.

LURING
I have lost count over the number of dogs I have successfully taught heelwork but in all cases
accuracy of positioning is a key requirement. We want the dog to learn that accuracy from
the start, not teach a rough estimate and “tidy it up” later on. That is ethically unfair, and to
me, a cheap was of teaching.
We shall teach this with very fine slicing in small steps, where accuracy is achieved
successfully in each stage before we progress. The optimum way to teach the accurate
positioning is luring.
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I might more accurately describe this process as scent targeting and learning to follow a lure
with fine detail. At no time would the dog be asked to nibble-lure, eat from the fingers as they
are drawn into positions.
Luring will naturally involve hand movements or luring from a cup on a stick. In your detailed
description that not only gives details on the outcomes for the behaviour I also need to know
the cues that you are planning to use. Where are your hands? What cues are you going to
use?

Lure and go around
I would like you to watch this video on luring. We need a clear, clean hand signal that
indicates to the dog which hand is containing the “follow this” food, and when that hand is
giving the food to the dog to take. You do not have to teach the “go around” behaviour, but it
is a good exercise for follow-lure training.
https://vimeo.com/310072656/4d1a635098

Lure, there, go, and turn in
Here is a second video on using the food with different patterns to place the food and set the
dog up for the subsequent behaviour. I would like you to teach the turn inwards followed by
the “go” chase.
https://vimeo.com/310063827/0fca5f35a0

Cup on a stick
If you know you will need to have a “no hands” heelwork (no hand signal for the cue, just the
dog targeting your leg for positioning) then you will need to begin using the cup on a stick for
luring in addition to your hands. We shall also use the cup on a stick to build strength in the
gaiting actions before they are merged into a heel position.
https://vimeo.com/170354456

Luring is a key skill and will be the foundation for teaching. It is important that the dog learns
this without any confusion or stress, and that you become confident in teaching refined
positioning with your hands.
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2. Positioning
You have all decided what your individual requirements are, which besides the sport
requirements will be different for each dog depending on their structure. We want the dogs to
learn exactly where that position is relative to you and what balance and position they hold for
themselves once in the correct location.
To avoid confusion I will refer to the way the dog stands, sits, hold their head as their
POSITION.

The place they are located relative to you the LOCATION
We shall work on two different threads of learning and when competent and skilled in both
begin to blend them together. Even my top level dogs practice both the technical skills and
the gait strengths as separate exercises.
This week we shall look at the technical location of the dog to you and the micro-skills it takes
for them to adjust to hold this location as we walk, speed up, slow down, take turns etc.
Then we shall look at the movement the dog needs to learn to be able to sustain balance, a
regular gait, adjust their gait and develop strength in the gait. This will be done with the cup
on a stick, at arm’s length away from the heel location. When the dog is in heel location you
cannot possibly know how the dog is moving, the placement of the hips and rear feet which
is why we need to develop the movement skill off our heel locations.
Position Training
You can see in this video the position for the Gordon is different to that of the collie.
Merrick: https://vimeo.com/311660385/f68811de72
Zip: https://vimeo.com/311654972/5dd0442051
The Gordon has a very long an flexible neck which allows her to hold a parallel position as we
walk, AND slightly wrap her head across me. If the dog is not as tall and/or shorter in neck
then this wrapped behaviour will cause the rear end to flare out and the dog will struggle to
move with balance.
For Zip, I want her body position to be aligned quite straight with absolutely no wrap. She
does have a flexible neck which allows her to tip her head well back and look straight up at
my hand.
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Exercise 1: Identifying Position and Location
I would like you to be able to either video or take a photo of your dog’s position in the first
(only) location with a view from the front, from the side and from behind. If you make a video,
take a screen shot from the video to post a picture.
We need to look at the best positioning for your dog. If this is in anyway uncomfortable then
the dog will strain to hold and sustain the position and it can cause spastic movement as they
struggle to achieve the outcomes.
To take the position pictures use a food lure or hand guidance whilst we explore our options.
If you are unsure, the present various positions at least from the front and the side.
We cannot change the structure of the dog and we shall try to let their individual style in the
location which is of the most benefit to them.

FALLING IN LOVE WITH THE LOCATION
The first location we choose to teach should be the dominant location – the place where the
dog will go if they are in any doubt.
You need to decide which is the exact location to teach. This needs to be as correct as you
can make from the beginning. We do not need to teach an approximation and think about
“working on it” at a later stage. We shall teach exactly what we want for the final outcome
from the start. The philosophy of adjusting it, or making it good later, is foolish. Quite simply
we don’t ever want the dogs to receive reinforcement for a poor location, or their position and
need to extinguish that learning as we change our mind further down the road.
If you have taught a questionable location, start again, rename it when it comes to adding
cues, but do not allow the poor positioning to resurge or become reinforced.

You can see in the video that I spend most of my time teaching the technical skills of
locationing in my kitchen. Small spaces used well are wonderful for precision work.
We have three main tasks to teach:
1. What the location is.
2. What the body position is when in that location
3. The micro movements that the dog will need to initiate to find that position and
location
Exercise 2 will be luring the dog to the correct LOCATION and at the same time the correct
POSITION.
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In the video Merrick is learning to hold her position & location without a target hand to focus
on, and Zip is just learning what the position and location is.
Zip will be learning through the course, Merrick has some skills already.
For Zip I am working on teaching her to focus up to my hand. This begins with the lure, but
as you can see jumping is also a risk. Jumping to get the food is not her particular issue but
jumping for pleasure and arousal is. I will let the jumping fade as her confidence in what is
desired increases.
The core of sustaining a good location is about teaching the dog the skills of location finding.
This means the small adjusting steps they need to take either forwards if they are slightly
behind, backwards if they are slightly too far ahead and sidestepping to close in if they are
too wide.
As we walk we offer different points of reference for the dog to analyse what is the correct
location.
1. For the very young and beginners : the hand, either containing food, or the deliverer of
food. It should be held at the point that leaves the dog in the correct location with the
desired body position.
2. For the more mature: our shoulder relative to our hip. As we turn these relative points
change subtly and this is what the dog reads to adjust their gaits and subsequently
their location.

HEELWORK AND HEELING IS A DYNAMIC
ADJUSTING MOVEMENT
Be super careful of NOT teaching this as a static behaviour. In the two videos I have asked
Merrick to stand still and hold her location and position as I remove my focus hand from the
picture. This is an advanced skill.
For Zip I will only hold a still location for very small fractions.

Exercise 2: Micro-finding
Luring the dog into location & position and then feeding in L & P, will begin to build an
association with both the elements. If we continue to feed whilst static (feed in position) the
dog will begin to relax their muscles, and not be prepared for movement from and in the
location. Too much stationary feeding can cause hesitation when transitioning to movement.
Ideally we lure to location, check the right positioning, mark, and feed OUT OF LOCATION.
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Firstly use a natural barrier – such as the kitchen units to guide the dog to the correct
location. With this natural barrier the dog has no need to worry about closing into us at this
stage. The barrier should only guide, not constrain. As I lure my leg placement is fluid, not
fixed. Sometimes she comes into position on the left leg forward, sometimes the right.
Step 1: Zip is marked and then fed on the floor slightly behind the location. This sets her up
to naturally come upwards and forwards to find the location, and lure, again. This is the
easiest “find”.
Step 2: Once this is achieved you can feed at nose level from your hand, and all the dog
needs to do is raise the head back to their correct position.
Step 3: The third micro-find, is from forwards and a slight step backwards to the correct
location.
We do need to teach step 2 & 3 separately as backing up to the correct location will tend to
cause a drop in the head. Being able to do this with an elevated head, wrapped or not,
position needs plenty of practice.
Sit is not your friend

Some of you will later require a sit in the location. The cue for this will be the drawing of your
feet together as you come to a stop.
If you teach the heel location with your feet together or feed for sitting, the dog will show a
stuttering type of movement, or dipping as you turn towards the dog.
We teach the correct locationing skills first, before asking for additional sits. We never want
the dog to learn to sit and then adjust their location, they should only sit after they have
secured the correct location and only when the feet are closed together.
Mirrors

I always train with a mirror ahead of me. In the kitchen video the camera is placed in front of
the mirror. This allows me to see the locationing. Without a mirror I would need to lean and
twist to be able to see the dog, this gives quite false body language and distorted point of
references, the targets, for the dog to learn.
Toys or food?

Because this is careful accurate, take time, type of learning I would always recommend food.
You can feed very frequently, there is not “release the toy” behaviour that end the small
moments of play, and the arousal levels can be managed.
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Once the technicality and precision is acquired with the gait strength and balance you can
introduce toys.

3. Micro-locationing
A great start to teaching the “magic-location” where food rains from heaven.
If you are looking for precision work, and you do not want to keep telling the dog to “back up
a bit”, “come forward a bit” (later on: close in a bit) then we need to teach the dog how to
monitor their own location relative to us and make the necessary adjustments.
Even for holding a general location whilst walking over rough terrain requires the same skills,
but not to the level for competition work.
Just because we reinforce in the correct location does not mean the dog has learned how to
adjust to return to that location. These small micro steps making the adjustment will be
happening all the time once you are on the move, so we need to teach them carefully with
lots of guidance, but allowing the dog to learn how to make the moves.
With the small dogs it is easy to get trapped into seeing the dog hold a location relative to
your nearest leg – but remember this leg is not fixed, it is continually a moving target. So
particularly with the “smalls” make sure the dog finds the locations off your target (lure) hand,
which should come “off your shoulder”. It will be the three-point target of shoulder, hand and
hip and tells the dog where to be. If later you want to remove the hand, the dog can use
shoulder and hip.
For the larger dogs, they can target cheek to hip and visually to the shoulder. In this case the
hand gets in the way!
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You can see here the one constant we want the dog to learn is shoulders and hips, not legs
and hands!
In the video of Zip learning her micro locations, I want her to learn to take tiny steps, both
forwards and backwards to be able to maintain the location. Firstly I teach it with the left leg
forward in stride, then I will teach with the right leg forward in stride.
https://vimeo.com/315614205/ba76681f31
To successfully hold a moving location the dog’s needs:
1. An understanding of how to move (head balance, gait etc)
2. Reference points to measure their location by
3. Skills to adjust to hold that location

Exercise 3: Finding Location
Keep working on your location finding:
1. Focus on presenting clear targets to the dog – shoulders-hips with the hand-lure as
guidance
2. Place the treat “off-location” so the dog can recover location to earn the reinforcer.
3. Keep these recoveries small – the small adjustments are more important than the large
ones!

PIVOTING SKILLS
Next we are going to work separately on the skills of pivoting. This works on building the
fluency and flexibility of moving the rear end in isolation. So often in heelwork the dog
presents excellent front end accuracy but not rear end accuracy.
Firstly you will need to teach your dog to step in a pot, with confidence – which can be
measured by their ability to look up at you when in the pot.
Here is Zip first learning to go in the pot: https://vimeo.com/284144893/c15ded259b
Choose a surface that allows the dog to pivot on their front feet – smooth, sides no higher
than midway up their front leg. I would choose a pot with a boundary to prevent error, rather
than a platform or upturned bowl that can let them slip off the sides.
You can post videos on pot-progress as we go through the course. Do not rush this as
confidence is essential.
Zip learning the pivot action: https://vimeo.com/315621237/225110c1a5
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When you begin to walk around the pot make sure you present the cues that are going to be
part of their future for heeling – this means face the way you are walking (apologies for the
farty shoes).
Notice she moves with more ease in one direction more than the other – this is due to a more
competent movement of the rear legs – see if you can spot the difference?
The second stage once she is flowing around, it to centre your hand over the pot to teach the
balance required to do this with the elevated head.
This took Merrick many months. https://vimeo.com/184016533
It is important to get the correct, confident movement as this is the foundation movement for
all pivoting turns, lateral and closing in adjustments.
You can see in the end of the Zip learning to pivot video with Merrick how she is moving her
rear end on the cues from my changing balance and direction from my shoulder (and I am
teaching her to use the shoulder-hip targets by reducing the hand cues.)

4. Review and check list
All dogs will learn in different stages and different paces – even with the same trainer!
For some of you this is their first learning, for some it is a refresher of the details and skills you
want them to learn. I think it is time now to check what you are teaching and how you want
the dog to show you what they have learned. This is your check list.
You will need to be clear about:
e each exercise,
e what skill we are teaching,
e when to use it,
e when to practise the exercise by itself,
e when the dog is ready to blend exercises together.
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Exercise

Aids

POSITIONING

Target/Lure hand for head carriage. Barriers, walls, sofa

(dog’s body)

for rear end.

Always

Coming
Along

Way to
go

Check for accuracy and consistency

FIND

Left side, aligned with shoulders-hips, toes to shoes.

LOCATION A

Food placement - coming into location from at least 1m
/ 3 feet away from behind
Left leg forward
Right leg forward

FIND

Right side, aligned with shoulders-hips, toes to shoes.

LOCATION B

Food placement - coming into location from at least 1m
/ 3 feet away from behind
Right leg forward
Left leg forward

MICRO-

Food placement, only shoe length away, both forwards

ADJUSTING

and backwards, and from “offside” is surface available

PIVOT

Stable Standing, with elevated head. You can add the
heel location as to stand alongside the tub/pot.
Lateral move with leg crossing over to the right, not heel
position
Lateral move with leg crossing over to the left, not heel
position

PIVOT

Lateral leg steps with head focussed up onto target

with you walking

hand, spine and head aligned (not curving or bending)

around
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These are the exercises to teach the skills, we now have to consider what cues are asking for
the dog to perform these skills.
Ideally we present the consistent targets (at the moment the cup/hand and barriers) and the
dog responds with the desired position (head carriage and balance), in the desired location.
We want the dog to be continually finding these target-cues, but if you see the dog has lost
position (the head may have come across the leg or dropped) we need a prompt to cue the
dog to “find the position”. We do not want to be telling the dog “head-up” as this is not going
to be part of our future, so when you see a loss of position, remind the dog of the reason for
maintaining their focus on the target with “mmm…. Tasty” noises and perhaps a whiff of the
treat.
You can wiggle your fingers, add the lure to the hand as neither of these cues will be part of
the final behaviour we can regard them as training, or temporary prompts. Do not find
yourself using the cue of silence as a prompt for “closing in” …“stepping back” etc.
Now.
If they come back to the correct position …. DO NOT CLICK, or reinforce. This is the avenue
for yo-yo learning. They need to have sustained the position to earn reinforcement, not just
having returned to it.
If this happens regularly during the next exercise, then you need to identify the missing skill
that needs refreshing, from the check list above, and work on that in isolation, before
blending it back into the flow.

GETTING THE FLOW
Heelwork is very much a combination of movements in relation to our movements. If we
teach too much static work this will tend to show in the final product with stuttering,
particularly through the turns and changes of direction. (Merrick demonstrates this in the
video)
Equally if we teach heelwork with too much on-the-go movement the dog will have plenty of
momentum but everything will be happening too fast and the dog will lose accuracy. You can
see this tends to look like the handler is playing catch up or the location is inconsistent.
Learning to flow, or blend together the skills they are learning, needs to be a continuously
moving, tiny, tiny steps, all the aids the dog needs (target/lure hand, barriers) and
reinforcement for having sustained the POSITION and LOCATION during movement.
This is quite a big task for the inexperienced dogs to learn.
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Because their learning is to focus on our shoulder=hips balance points we cannot afford to
just walk slowly with normal length stride as the target points come and go, stop and start
too much. (You can see in the video, where you only see Merrick’s feet, that she stutters, so I
have gone back to working on her flow – after I check the camera view!) We need to do the
“silly walk”, of very small tiny steps, continually moving.
Over clicking and stopping to feed is not helpful in this exercise. You will need to build
anticipation, with chatting away, responding to their efforts and stop to feed less often. You
must certainly stop to feed, do not try to walk and feed.
This is very much a point where we need to stop being the teacher, and see if they can take
the driving wheel, with us alongside for confidence. This Flow exercise is an assessment of
their learning, not an opportunity to keep telling them what to do. It is their body and they
need to learn how to do it, not have us show them.

Video: https://vimeo.com/318438150/61e1b269d9
My apologies that the camera drooped to only show feet and not the important hands. For
Zip my hand is out for her to focus on, wiggles occasionally – the same for Merrick except it is
held right up against my shoulder
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5. Fade Away
The dogs are going to take a bit of a break over the next couple of weeks – they just carry on
doing what they are doing. On the other hand you will need to focus on varying the irrelevant
cues and integrating new cues.
We have been using training cues, or aids, to set the dog up for success:
e a physical positioning of their bodies, aligned, desired head carriage, focal point
e a location relative to us that becomes the “golden spot”, or more than one
e the motor skills, of particularly the back feet, that assist the dogs with fine movement
The aids to achieve this are furniture (environmental cues) that assists
e By keeping the body in alignment – the “offside” sofa, wall
e By encouraging the rear end to swing behind – the “inside” chair or stool
e The hand-held treat that focuses the dog to a specific point level with us.
We have been taking micro-steps through the movement changes – backwards and
forwards, around inside corners and outside corners.
As the dogs are going through these movements we want two stages to be taking place
simultaneously:
1. The dog starts to look for the background cues from our body movements, the change of
the shoulder positions relative to our hips, a leaning backwards or forwards, a head turn,
a change in balance that originates from different foot placement.
These will be the long term cues that tells the dog what is coming – a pre-cue for the halt
(sit), turn inwards towards the dog, turn outwards (away from the dog), move backwards
together, slow down, speed up etc. They need to know how to respond, respond quickly,
and what will be successful.
2. The second stage is to stop the aid being the dominant piece of information. If we
continue to use the furniture, hand-held treat, the dog is unlikely to look at the other, less
significant cues in our body language, if all the current aids are managing their behaviour
for them. The result is we have terrific heelwork in our kitchens, but not in open space.
I would like you to focus on:
Presenting VERY, consistent pre-cues that tell the dog clearly what is about to
happen. You will know if this is clearly understood by the response of the dog –
remember to mark and reward those responses. We want the dogs to be operantly
seeking ways to be successful. If you pre-cue is woolly, poor recognised the dog will
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be late in responding. (Overshoot for the halt, be wide on the about turn and in your
way for the inward, left, turn)
As you perform these pre-cues you should be thinking, to yourself, what you are going
to call the movement the dog performs. If I turn inwards to the dog, they are on my
left, their hips will move in an anti-clockwise stepping action, pivoting around their front
feet. For me this is “swing”. The other direction is “rotate”. As the dog comes around
for the outside curve (an about turn) this is “round”, and “circle”. The outside curve
requires the dog to push against a loss of balance caused by centrifugal forces, they
need to pro-actively push into the curve.
If you are getting reliable responses to the pre-cues through evidence of the
movement (and most of you are) then go ahead and associate the verbal cue with the
action as it happens, or just before. This will be your new cue that will need to be in
place before the furniture, or environmental cues are removed.
At this stage the new cues (swing, round etc) are not going to act as prompts – the
environment is, but we are now going to make those environmental cues fade away.

FADING AWAY
The first step of fading a training aid, or support system, is to keep some elements in place
that ensure success but make them non-consistent.

Furniture
Use different furniture, different places, an inconsistent central stool to walk around. Use
doorways, natural barriers, you will begin to look at trees in a different light! (Oooh – I could
walk around that as an inside object)
Use the furniture support intermittently – so the dog has temporary support, a loss of support
and then back to the temporary support. You would begin at the start of the sofa, walk along,
beyond the sofa into open room, and then back to another object.
The protocol is to make these training cues / support VARIED and INTERMITTENT
The art is to know when the dog needs them, and to bring them back in, to fade them away
and reduce the reliability. We do not go completely off this support system. At any time the
criteria becomes a challenge, we bring those support back in to assist the dog.
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Hand-Cues
The same philosophy is for the hand cue. The food should be held far enough away so that
the dog is not certain a piece of food is in the hand or not.
When you mark, that hand can:
Either give the piece of food it is holding
Go collect another piece of food (even if holding a piece)
Have a piece of food delivered to that hand
Walk away to a pot of food to collect a treat
We need the food carrying to become varied and intermittent.
Also the shape of this hand follows the same pattern, whether holding food or not. It is still in
the same plane for focus, but can be held flat (as if carrying a plate), flat (against the body),
high ready to drop a treat. For the target stick, I would begin to use the other end without the
cup, as well as the cup being upside down, or even a smaller cup, higher up.
At this stage the hand still needs to be present, but inconsistent in shape, but consistent in
focal point (you can make it considerably higher, even above your head).
Yes. You will look a weird person, with silly walks and windmill arms!

6. Balanced Gait
Now we have covered most of the technical work we can build on the strength of the
movement required to sustain the heeling position (how the dog holds their body).
To have a movement that the dog completes with ease we need to build a good balance of
the action – which should be trotting, that is contained and slightly front elevated so that the
dog can be aware of holding their location relative to the target points they have chosen. How
much elevation will depend on the structure of the dog’s shoulders and length of neck, and
the power they can sustain from their back and rear legs. It is currently fashionable to over
exaggerate this often at a detriment to the dog.
I teach trot fitness with the cup on a stick so that I can be observing the action all the time. If
you try to teach this in the heel location you will have no idea what gait/movement the dog is
actually doing. The COAS allows you to place the dog at a distance, build the level balance,
and gradually elevate this for the heel future. Trotting fitness with balance takes many weeks
to build, I see all too often dogs that are not trot-fit begin to wobble from side to side, which
is exaggerated in the head unable to maintain position. Trot fitness is needed from the feet all
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the way up through the rear end, back and neck. A fit dog that runs across fields and valleys
is not the same as trot fitness.
Be clear about what the trot action is – exactly, not a half trot-walk, or a pacing action:
https://vimeo.com/170383547

The dog should be self-trotting before they come under the cup, and initially for short bursts
in a straight line, gradually building through a curve. Trotting in a circle requires good strength
and balance to counter the centrifugal forces. If the dog tends to hold their head “off-balance”
to their body (this will be familiar to horse folk) then they are not yet ready for that degree of
curve to the circle. The ideal pattern is a race-track, straight lines then a very gentle curve at
the ends. Make sure you complete both directions.
You will need a good level surface that allows for a good purchase (no slipping), and with no
obstacles the dog does not need to look where they are going as they will be focussed 100%
on the cup.
This is a fitness building exercise, do it very gradually, if you over work the dog before they
have the key muscle support they will perform with wild flinging legs, or simply collapse. Look
for signs of physical fatigue, warm up and cool down with walking. Be aware of using the
reinforcement that can put the dog into conflict – them wanting to do the work, but not
having the body structure or fitness to do it with ease.
https://vimeo.com/170383548
We build the trot fitness first with a level structure only asking for elevation when level trotting,
in a circle is balanced and without strain.
https://vimeo.com/170383545
Just as well most of us can enjoy Spring – or the cooler weather for those coming out of a
hot Summer.
You should plan to be teaching trot fitness under the cup for the rest of the dog’s life.
Heeling, or heelwork is more often than not an unbalanced exercise. Once we combine the
technical aspects with the gait aspects we can find they distort each other. Ideally we
practice them as separate components and bring together as needed.
For this course, I expect to see you begin the trot fitness, making sure the elements are all in
place for a clean, strong, balanced future.
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7. That Art and Science
Up to now we have worked hard on the technical aspects:
e Finding the location: adjusting backwards and forwards in small steps for the exact
location (depending on your requirements.)
e Teaching the dogs' position and posture
e Learning to pivot in both directions, and then holding the posture during those pivots.
e Maintaining the location whilst you move around, with furniture to support the learning
(and maintain success).
e We are beginning to work on the fitness for heelwork in the gait action, this needs to
be extended to both slower actions (the walk) and faster - extended trotting or canter.
Until both sides of the equation are gaining good strength we would not put the two
together.
We have the cup on a stick as a cue for the action of collected gaiting
We shall need to add verbal cues to assist the body changes - such as a pivot or closing in
once we combine gaiting and technical skills. These can be added during the furniture walks.

WHAT WE DON’T NEED TO TEACH
"Traditional" heelwork training often focussed on, for me, the wrong sort of elements, that
often set the dog up for error, the error was then punished to remove it, and the "left overs"
were the desired behaviours. An example of this would be turning away from the dog (about
turns) and then check on the lead to make the dog come around with you, or stepping away
to the side to open a gap and again checking the dog to close that gap.
This completely ignored any skills the dog should have learned to be able to maintain the
desired collection of behaviours. Added to which they really *loved* heeling ...... (not).
By teaching the skills we set the dog up to be able to hold a physical location relative to us by
looking for the necessary cues that the target points are changing and how they are going to
change. ....
These are:
e Leaning back to come to a stop (halt) and drawing the last foot to close slightly
slower.
e Focussing on the direction to turn, fractionally before we turn, so we look to our right,
just before we turn about, or the left etc.
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e Dipping forward to speed up.
Learning all these cues, and remembering how to respond to them takes time and mileage to
teach, learn and memorise. But dogs are astonishingly good at selecting cues from body
language, provided we are consistent. There will be times when they need a prompt, so
verbal cues during the actions are a good back up - for assistant, not commands.
What de don't have to do is "teach" the dog to close in or about turns. We already have
these cues:
If you feel there is a gap between you and the dog:
e Check you are walking in a straight line.
e Use the target hand (with food if needed), to alert the dog to the correct head position,
along with the pivot cue.
We shall look at other common movements and see if we already have the cues for the skills
the dog will need.

PROMPT SUPPORT
We shall need to be assisting the dog where ever we can, avoiding information that just tells
them "do it " (Heel!) and giving clear prompts, that already exist and they can self-correct in
the future.
So looking at what we have taught:
e What are the prompts for an about turn?
e What prompts is the dog is surging too far forwards ?
e What prompts if the dog begins to lose focus?
You can select other situations, but I would like you to work through the process of identifying
the missing skill, be sure you have taught it, you have a cue for it, and the dog know how to
respond with the desired action.

CONDITIONING
Conditioning comes in two varieties:
e Psychological
e Physical
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Psychologically
We are seeking to build a conditioned emotion of pleasure when performing any of the heel
locations, and in the actions. This is ensured by:
e removing any doubts or uncertainties by clearly teaching the dog what is expected of
them, how to do it with ease, and a cue when to do it.
e never leaving them without information if they get stuck - confidence in you, which
oftne comes from not putting them in situation for which they have not sufficient
preparation or practice.
e building duration slowly
e always reinforcing effort in some way.

Physically
We will need to build the muscles that support the behaviour we are looking for - from the
feet upwards, right through to the neck. This physical conditioning will take as long as it
takes, and may possibly takes several months. There are no short cuts, the mileage needs to
be done.

8. Onward from here
Bringing all the component behaviours together for the ultimate Heelwork package will come
in two phases:
•

Firstly to assess how they feel and progress from one to another, or under
combination

•

Secondly how they perform under the final conditions.

Generally we will rarely practice the whole of heelwork as an exercise. When we build
compound behaviours we assemble the components. For heelwork these are mostly in a
linear order – one component follow another, but we also have combined components where
skills are merged into a composite behaviour – turns, pivots, the gaits.
Because each of these components will contain different needs when we bring them together
they can work against each other. For instance pivoting takes considerable energy to perform
well, the momentum needs to be pushed into a specific action whilst at the same time the
front end of the dog need to contain a static position relative to us.
If the dog is managing all the different energies the outcome is a good flowing performance,
but in practice the energies can often get in a muddle and too much energy from one
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component distorts another – the pivot gets “over swung” pulling the front end off position, or
the strain of sustaining the head balance causes the rear end to float out. Anticipation of halts
will usually cause dipping of the rear end and the moments where the dog has a good
memory of anticipation occurring can cause small jumps or vocalisation.
This is where our “art of training” needs to be applied. Practice will take on the form of
component training with perhaps small combinations to assess how they are blending
together.

TOO MUCH BLENDING WILL ERODE THE
QUALITY OF THE COMPONENTS
I cannot emphasise this enough, whatever the performance you are looking over practice of
the blended behaviours will reduce their individual quality – and perhaps focus.
It is unlikely that you will spend the same amount of time on each component, or the same as
the previous dog you trained. Although we usually have skills in one area and all the dogs we
train will reflect that. But we need to be grown-ups and train what the dog needs to practice
not what we like to practice. Don’t get too greedy and feel you have done the component
work – that will continue for the rest of the life of the dog’s performances, possibly increase
as they age and lose some nimbleness and agility.

PREPARING FOR PERFORMANCE
When you feel you would like to begin to expose your dog to the performance conditions,
they need to be prepared for all the “junk” that will be surrounding them
Rather than let this junk have a negative impact on the invest you have made learning the
“fade-in” protocol prior to any heelwork performance will be essential.
If I was taking a youngster to an obedience show, I may be asking them for simple
behaviours, such as a sit to down or a down to stand in the anticipated conditions in
competition. But I would be a long way from other dogs, stewards, people training and
competing. If the dog can demonstrate the same quality in these behaviours as I achieve at
home, then I would gradually move myself closer to the environment – allowing them to
“fade-in” during the reinforcement delivery.
Because heelwork, to me, is super precious, I would not be doing this process on heelwork.
If something out of my control happened, I would not want any association with heel
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positions. I would maybe look for a throw away behaviour and let that be exposed to potential
risks.
This will explain it better:
https://www.learningaboutdogs.com/the-fade-in-protocol/

HAPPY TIMES – WALKING ON SUNSHINE
I hope you will go on to build great partnerships in your “dance”, all heelwork is a dance
where partner cue and respond to each other in a pre-learned pattern.
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